
Wuthnow’s overall take is that while polling and survey information can

be helpful in establishing some of the general parameters of religion in

American culture, neither is sufficient in itself. Better to scrutinize both, but

never rely solely on either. In the context of survey research in particular, eth-

nographic strategies enhance the possibilities of richer insight.

Inventing American Religion is an important read for social and behavioral

science researchers. It is an essential read for scholars and nonscholars alike

(especially journalists and religious leaders) concerned with a more accurate

and inclusive understanding of the complexities of the American religious

landscape. More attention might have been given to why some faith traditions

(mainline Protestantism) have been more receptive to polling and surveys—

along with social science scrutiny in general—than others (Catholicism).

Nevertheless, Wuthnow’s study is a solid and engaging exploration of the “in-

vention” of American religion—past and present—by polls and surveys, and

the pluses and minuses of each.

WILLIAM D. DINGES

The Catholic University of America

We Gather Together: The Religious Right and the Problem of Interfaith Politics.

By Neil J. Young. New York: Oxford University Press, . xiii +  pages.
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A substantial revision of a doctoral dissertation, We Gather Together is an

ecumenical genealogy of a powerful, conservative religious coalition that has

exercised cultural and political influence over the last five decades of

American history. Neil J. Young, a historian and independent scholar,

argues that the religious right is not monolithic. Nor was it a political strategy

created on the eve of the  presidential election. It was and is a series of

morphing alliances between conservative Roman Catholics, evangelical and

fundamentalist Protestants, and Mormons around social issues and political

convictions. Young’s book is also noteworthy because his historical investiga-

tion foregrounds a diverse and intricate network of fragile alliances riven by

theological and moral beliefs; he exposes the religious right as constantly

pulsing to a rhythm of “internal tensions, denominational divisions, and

often competing agendas” ().

Theology is a key feature of Young’s argument. In particular, he reveals

through his excellent historical research that in the s and s

Catholics, evangelical Protestants, and Mormons were all deeply concerned

with the liberal ecumenical movement coming out of mainline
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Protestantism. Before these religious faiths began to recognize one another as

possible cultural and political allies on issues such as abortion, school prayer,

and the Equal Rights Amendment, they began to find common cause in resist-

ing the ecumenical movement and opposing theological liberalism even

while viewing each other suspiciously. What Young’s research reveals is a re-

ligious history of internal and interfaith discussions among conservative

Catholics, Mormons, and evangelical Protestants on topics such as the

nature of salvation and the authority of Scripture that cast new light on the

political mobilization of these groups into a cultural and religious coalition.

An antiecumenical spirit, conservative interfaith dialogue, and theological re-

sponses to secularism played an important role in the rise of the religious

right. In Young’s view, the religious right is not simply a political coalition

but a complex, strained alliance of multiple religious traditions wrestling in-

ternally and externally with their theologies in efforts to foster mutual coop-

eration. The “tension between theological incompatibility and political and

cultural sympathy” () is clearly displayed, for example, in Young’s

chapter on abortion in the s.

Young’s narrative seems to pivot around the rise of the Moral Majority in

the late s and the  presidential election. Prior to this pivot, the narra-

tive is driven by interfaith convergence and divergence around issues such as

abortion, school prayer, the Equal Rights Amendment, the sexual revolution,

and the rise of secularism. Unity between conservative Catholics, evangelical

Protestants, and Mormons, or between any two groups, was often symbolic

and “spiritual,” and for the sake of politics. And, as indicated, ecumenical

aligning was often complicated, challenging, and unsuccessful. Young’s narra-

tive demonstrates the mutual suspicion between conservative Catholics and

evangelical Protestants, the attacks on Mormons by these two groups, and

“theMormon tradition of institutional independence and self-direction” ().

With the rise of the Moral Majority in the late s the narrative tends to be

driven by presidential election cycles, with evangelical Protestants predomi-

nating. The overall narrative is also uneven. Young slowly moves from 

to  in two hundred-plus pages, and then rushes from Reagan to the

 presidential election in less than sixty pages. A concluding chapter

focuses on the LDS Church in light of Mitt Romney’s two failed presidential

bids and Mormon opposition to California’s Proposition —again exposing

how difficult it is for conservative Catholics, evangelical Protestants, and

Mormons to bury theological divisions and historical tensions for the sake of

a cultural and political cause. The conclusion demonstrates how “religious

liberty” has become the new rallying cry of the religious right.

American religious historians should gladly welcome how Young has

mapped the uneasy ties that bind together the religious right’s multiple
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factions. His inclusion of Mormons in the narrative of the rise of the religious

right is an important contribution. Young’s book is highly recommended for

upper-division undergraduate and graduate courses in contemporary

American religious history as well as religion and politics.

MARK S. MEDLEY

Baptist Seminary of Kentucky
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Oxford University Press, . xvi +  pages. $..
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Readers of this book are in for a wild ride in jazz and studies in American

religion. This is one of the most fun academic books I’ve read in a while, and

the author, who is himself both a jazz musician and an American religious

historian, clearly had a terrific time writing it. Best of all, the author provides

a soundtrack on the book’s blog (spiritsrejoice.wordpress.com) for each

chapter; the recordings plus the author’s notes are extraordinary.

Bivins’ central argument is that “jazz makes sense in and also complicates

known accounts of American religion, finding strangeness in the familiar and fa-

miliarity in the outside” (). Both “jazz” and “religion” are inchoate words that

describe things that can’t quite beboxed in by linguistic expressions, but for brief

moments in listening to the jazz, we can get somebits and pieces of the stories of

American religious history, especially since —and in attending to some of

the moments of religious thought, we get some different senses of the jazz.

The book is divided into two parts, each with four chapters. The first

chapter sets the main theme: words never quite suffice to describe the char-

acter of either jazz or American religion. This chapter also details several

notes about Bivins’ approach. One is the use of “‘spirits rejoicing’ throughout

the book as a synonym for ‘religion’ or ‘spirituality’” (), a term that indicates

the kind of permeability Bivins advocates. Another important note is that,

often, Bivins wants us to “pause, and begin again,” meaning to replay the

refrain of his argument again, but in a different key or mode, in order to

see a different aspect of the argument. Bivins finds that jazz gives “mobility”

beyond the lies, to show multiple accounts of history and religion both.

In the second chapter, Bivins begins by challenging the standard under-

standing of the relationship between jazz and the black church. By chapter’s

end, Bivins shows that there is no “black church” as such, and that jazz mu-

sicians end up bringing multiple religious influences, including the Kabbalah

and a variety of Islamic traditions, to their music. The third chapter likewise

begins again with the supposedly standard theme of how jazz is intertwined
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